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Abstract

Experimental measurements using Particle Image Velocimetry were carried out to understand the flow

characteristics of a 30P30N high-lift airfoil with and without slat cove fillers. The tests were carried out

for the 30P30N airfoil with a retracted chord of c = 0.35, at angles of attack of α = 6◦ and 12◦, and for

a chord-based Reynolds number of Rec = 7.0 × 105. The wall pressure fluctuation results show that the

use of slat cove fillers eliminates the slat tonal noise component. The results of the mean flow fields such

as the normalized mean velocity, Reynolds stress components, and turbulent kinetic energy are presented

for the baseline, half-slat cove filler, and slat cove filler configurations. The velocity contour results with

streamlines showed a recirculation region within the slat cavity. The use of the half-slat cove filler reduced

the size of the recirculation region and the use of the slat cove filler eliminated the recirculation region. The

mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles at the slat wake showed no difference between the three

tested configurations. The Particle Image Velocimetry results were further analyzed using Proper Orthogonal

Decomposition. The results showed that the first two eigenmodes of the vorticity with the highest energy

were contained within the slat shear layer and vortex shedding emanating from the slat cusp for the baseline

case. The energy levels were distributed over the slat shear layer for the half-slat cove filler and slat cove

filler configurations as the vortex shedding is suppressed by the use of the slat cove fillers.
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1. Introduction

A
ircraft noise has remained an environmental issue since the entry of turbofan and turbojet engines

into civil aviation. Even though the introduction of high bypass ratio turbofan engines has cut down

the engine noise substantially, high levels of airframe noise still remains a problem, especially during the

landing phase. High-lift device noise, especially slat noise is one of the dominant sources of airframe noises.5

Several passive and active flow control methods have been investigated in the past to attenuate airframe

noise, the methods include morphing structures [1–4, 28–31], porous materials [5–7], surface treatments [8]

and serrations [9].

Aeroacoustic studies on conventional slat and wing configurations have shown that it comprises of both

the broadband and tonal noise components. Several studies on slat noise have shown several discrete tones10

at mid-frequency range [10–22]. However, their aeroacoustic mechanism is yet to be fully understood. These

tonal peaks decrease with the angle of attack but their amplitude decreases with increasing slat gap and

overlap [16]. Several experimental and computational studies [23–27] were carried out over the past decade

to reduce the broadband noise arising from the slat cove region by filling the recirculation area within the

slat cove gap. The approach of filling the slat cove gap to reduce the noise is based on eliminating the strong15

shear layer created after the cusp and avoiding the development of complicated flow structure within the slat

cove region by using a smoothly contoured profile. Horne et al. [23] showed slat noise reductions of up to

4−5 dB can be achieved by eliminating the unsteady recirculation within the slat cove region with the use of

slat cove filler (SCF). Streett et al. [24] further investigated the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic characteristics

of the SCF and showed noise reduction to be sensitive to the angle of attack and as well as the SCF profile.20

The SCF showed a noise reduction of up to 3-5 dB over a wide spectrum relative to the baseline. The results

also showed improved aerodynamic performance for the SCF at angles of attack lower than 20◦, however, the

stall occurred 2 degrees earlier for the SCF compared to baseline.

Imamura et al. [25] and Ura et al. [26] showed that the use of a SCF can affect the lift characteristics

of the high-lift airfoil in spite of achieving noise reduction up to 5 dB. They showed that the shape of the25

SCF profile plays an important role in the aerodynamic characteristics of the high-lift airfoil with cases with

larger SCF stalling prematurely. Tao and Sun [27] performed an optimization study using computational

methods with 44 SCF profile designs aimed to produce maximum lift coefficient for a fixed design point with

the angle of attack of 22◦ and Rec = 9× 106. The results showed smaller SCF profile can achieve high levels

of noise reductions while maintaining the aerodynamic performance of the high-lift device.30

More recently, the authors [28–31] have performed detailed aerodynamic and aeroacoustic study for

30P30N airfoil fitter with Half-slat cove fillers (H-SCF) and SCF. The study showed that the H-SCF and

SCF configurations can maintain the same aerodynamic behavior as that of the baseline while portraying

substantial levels of noise reduction of up to 5 dB. The acoustic results showed that the H-SCF and SCF

configurations can eliminate the characteristic tonal peaks of the slat along with a reduction in broadband35

noise levels.
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The noise reduction capabilities of the slat cove filler along with basic aerodynamic and noise measure-

ments were considered in some recent studies. However, a detailed experimental study of the flow character-

istics of such configuration and the interaction of the slat wake over the main-element of the high-lift airfoil

with the slat cove fillers have not yet been reported. As part of the current study, wall pressure fluctuations,40

Particle Image Velocimetry measurements and analysis using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method for a

high-lift airfoil with and without slat cove filler will be investigated in detail. This can help better understand

the mechanism leading to the suppression of the aerodynamic noise from the slat region while maintaining

the aerodynamic performance of the high-lift device.

2. Experimental Setup45

2.1. Airfoil and Wind-tunnel Setup

The aerodynamic measurements of the 30P30N three-element high-lift airfoil were carried out in the low-

turbulence wind-tunnel facility at the University of Bristol. The tests were performed for three configurations,

namely Baseline, Half-slat cove filler (H-SCF) and slat cove filler (SCF), as shown in Table ??. The 30P30N

three-element high-lift airfoil has a retracted chord of c = 0.35 m, slat chord cs = 0.15c and a span of50

l = 0.53 m. The other geometrical properties are the generic parameters used for a 30P30N high-lift airfoil

[28–31]. The cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) starts from the leading edge point of the retracted 30P30N

airfoil as shown in Table ??. In order to maintain two-dimensionality within the slat cove region, no brackets

were used in the spanwise direction. The airfoil was made from aluminum and all the three-elements were

held together by steel clamps on the sides of the airfoil. For high-lift airfoils, the installation effect and55

the flow three-dimensionalities affect both the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic measurements considerably.

Studies have shown that the use of wind-tunnel boundary layer control to provide the average flow more two-

dimensional on the airfoil, thus reducing uncertainties on the wing effective angle of attack [32]. However, no

such treatments were used in the present study, so the results are presented for the tested geometric angle

of attack in the low-turbulence wind-tunnel facility at the University of Bristol. The low-turbulence wind-60

tunnel facility has an octagonal working section of 0.8 m × 0.6 m × 1 m and has a contraction ratio of 12:1.

The wind-tunnel is capable of a maximum velocity of up to 100 m/s with turbulence levels as low as 0.05%

[33]. The working section is constructed with interchangeable transparent glass windows facilitating optical

access for laser-based measurements, such as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). The flow at the mid-span

of the high-lift airfoil in the measurement region was found to be two-dimensional with the aid of spanwise65

distributed surface mounted FG-3329-P07 microphones.

2.2. Slat Cove Filler Design

Slat cove fillers (SCF) are used to reduce slat noise while maintaining the aerodynamic behavior. The SCF

was designed using a similar strategy introduced by Imamura et al. [25, 26] for experimentation purposes.

Initially, RANS steady-state simulations for the Baseline case were performed at the angle of attack 8◦ and70
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the profile with high turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) indicating the slat shear layer trajectory within the slat

cove region was extracted and used to define the SCF profile (see Table ??). Another configuration with a

Half SCF (H-SCF) was also considered, which exhibits good aerodynamic and noise reduction properties as

shown computationally by Tao [27]. Both the slat cove-fillers were manufactured using 3D printing technology

in four different sections that could be slid along the span of the slat cove region.75

2.3. Wall Pressure Measurement Setup

The unsteady surface pressure measurements were performed using remote sensing microphone probes

made from Panasonic WM-61A microphones fitted using a custom made holder to a 1.6 mm diameter brass

tube with 0.4 mm pinholes at streamwise location M1 (x× y × z =15.126 mm×-5.839 mm×265 mm) shown

in Table. ??). The remote sensors are connected to the pressure tap brass tube using a plastic tubing with an80

inner and outer diameter of 0.8 mm and 4 mm [34]. The power spectrum of the wall pressure measurements

was obtained using the power spectral density (PSD) of the pressure signals with the Hanning window. The

acquired data were averaged for 200 times to yield a frequency resolution of ∆f = 6.25 Hz. The sound

pressure level (SPL) spectrum was calculated from SPL = 20 · log10(prms/pref ), where prms is the root-

mean-square of the acoustic pressure and pref = 20 µPa is the reference pressure. The overall sound pressure85

level was resolved for a frequency range from f = 100 Hz to 32 kHz. The data were acquired for 120 seconds

and sampled at 215 Hz.

2.4. Particle Image Velocimetry Setup

The flow structure within and around the slat cove region of the three-element airfoil was studied using

two-dimensional two-component PIV. A Dantec DualPower 200 mJ Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of90

532 nm was used to produce 1 mm thick laser sheet with a time interval between each snapshot of 9 µs and a

repetition rate of 10 Hz. A mixture of Polyethylene glycol 80 with a mean diameter of 1 µm was used to seed

the air inside the low turbulence wind tunnel. A total of 2400 images for each measurement were captured

using a FlowSense 4 MP CCD camera with a resolution of 2078× 2078 pixels and 14 bit. The corresponding

field view around the slat region was 6.3 cm × 6.3 cm. Two such windows within the slat cove and at the95

slat trailing edge were used to capture the flow field. The images were analyzed using the DynamicStudio

software from Dantec. The iterative process yielded a grid correlation window of 16 × 16 pixels with an

overlap of 50%, resulting in a final vector spacing of 0.23 mm.

2.5. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Setup

In the present study, the snapshot POD method [35] is used on the dense vector fields acquired from100

the PIV measurements. This method is adopted as it uses the PIV snapshots for calculation making it

computationally inexpensive. The instantaneous flow filed from the PIV measurement is considered as the

PIV snapshot. The POD is calculated for 2400 PIV snapshots for each of the presented cases. The vectors in

the PIV shadow region were masked to eliminate any discrepancies caused by inaccurate vector fields in the
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A schematic of the 30P30N Baseline airfoil fitted with half-slat cove filler (H-SCF) and slat cove filler

(SCF) listed with the slat trailing-edge wake measurement locations.

Designation x (mm)

Sw−1 15.0

Sw−2 19.9

Sw−3 26.5

Sw−4 35.3

Sw−5 46.9

Sw−6 62.4

Sw−7 82.9

Sw−8 110.3

Sw−9 147.0

Sw−10 195 .0

shadow region. In the current study, the POD modes are calculated, not only based on the velocity data, but105

also for the vorticity of the flow field for both the tested configurations for the angles of attack α = 6◦ and

12◦ at a chord-based Reynolds number of Rec = 7.5 × 105. In the current work, the vorticity was calculated

based on a second-order least-squares fit of the form ax2 + by2 + cxy+ dx+ ey+ f to the data pertaining to

each of the velocity components. The latter subsequently allowed a straightforward evaluation of the spatial

gradients and hence, vorticity.110

At first, the calculated mean velocity and vorticity fields are considered as the zeroth mode of the POD.

All the fluctuating flow field components are used for the rest of the analysis are arranged in a matrix U as

[36, 37],

U = [u1u2...uN ] =



u11 u21 ... uN1
...

...
...

u1M u2M ... uNM

v11 v21 ... vN1
...

...
...

v1M v2M ... vNM

w1
1 w2

1 ... wN
1

...
...

...

w1
M w2

M ... wN
M



, (1)

where u, v and w are the three fluctuating velocity components, N is the number of snapshots and M is the
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positions of the velocity vectors in a given snapshot. The autocovariance matrix is created as115

C̃ = UTU, (2)

and the corresponding eigenvalue problem can be solved by,

C̃A
i

= λiAi. (3)

The solutions of which are arranged by the size of the eigenvalues,

λ1 > λ2 > λ3 > ... > λN = 0. (4)

The resultant eigenvectors from Eq. 3 are used to construct the POD modes Φi,

Φi =

N∑
n=1

Ai
nun∥∥∥∥∥ N∑

n=1
Ai

nun

∥∥∥∥∥
, i = 1, 2..., N, (5)

where Ai
n is the nth component of the non-dimensional eigenvector corresponding to λi eigenvalue from Eq. 3.

The original snapshots of the flow field are expanded in a series of POD modes with expansion coefficients

ai for each POD mode i. The expansion of the fluctuating part of a snapshot n is as follows,

un =

N∑
i=1

ani Φi = Ψan, (6)

where Ψ = [Φ1Φ2Φ3...ΦN ]. The POD coefficients can be determined by projecting the fluctuating flow fields

onto the POD modes,

an = ΨTun. (7)

The energy of a fluctuating flow field in a snapshot for a given POD-mode is proportional to the cor-120

responding eigenvalue. The first mode represents the most energetic structure of the flow and it is usually

associated with the large scale flow structures. The first POD mode is the most important in terms of energy

as ensured by the arrangement of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in Eq. 4. Therefore, the first few modes

are sufficient to investigate the dominant flow features [36, 37].

3. Results and Discussion125

The noise generated by high-lift devices are one of the dominant components of the airframe noise.

The complex tonal and broadband noise generation mechanisms of slats [14–22] largely dependant on the

geometry and configuration. Studies [18, 38] have shown similarities in the tonal noise seen in rectangular

cavities to slat with the feedback mechanism between the unsteady vortices emanating from the slat cusp

and the trailing edge acting as a resonator leading to the flow induced cavity oscillations with the vortical130

disturbances driving the oscillations.
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3.1. Wall Pressure Measurement Analysis

Near-field wall pressure fluctuation results are presented to gain an insight into the noise suppression

mechanism of the slat cove fillers. The unsteady surface pressure measurements were acquired at various

spanwise locations on the surface of the main-element of the high-lift airfoil. The measurements are presented135

for location M1 detailed in Table. ??. The results are presented for angles of attack of α = 6◦ and 12◦

corresponding to the PIV measurements presented in the following section. The sound pressure levels are

presented in terms of the slat based Strauhal number (Sts = f × cs/U∞). Previous studies [39] have shown

that the wall pressure fluctuation on the main-element is sufficient to accurately predict the slat tones and

provide some useful information about the broadband energy content of the flow structures within the slat140

cove. The results from the unsteady wall pressure measurements from the remote sensor M1 at the leading

edge of the main-element are shown in Fig. 1. The dominant tonal characteristics of the wall pressure spectra

evidently seen at both the presented angles of the attack indicate the presence of cavity oscillations. The

wall pressure fluctuation spectra result for the Baseline case in Fig. 1 show multiple distinct narrowband

peaks with Sts = 1.45 at the angle of attack α = 6◦ and Sts = 1.6&3.2 at the angle of attack α = 12◦,145

characterizing cavity oscillations.

The results of the H-SCF and SCF configurations clearly show that it is of broadband in nature with

the tonal component eliminated. The wall pressure spectra at the angle of attack α = 6◦, for the H-SCF,

show an increase of about 3.5 dB at low-frequency range Sts < 1 compared to the Baseline and the SCF

configuration. The results for the SCF configuration show a reduction of up to 5 dB for 2 < Sts > 6 compared150

to the Baseline and H-SCF. At the angle of attack α = 12◦, the results show an increase of up to 5 dB at

about Sts < 0.6 for the SCF configuration compared to the Baseline and H-SCF configuration. However, at

Sts > 0.6 reductions of up to 7 dB can be observed for the SCF configuration compared to the Baseline and

H-SCF. Overall the results show that the configurations with slat cove fillers not only eliminates the tonal

noise component but also reduces the broadband noise component.155

(a) α = 6◦ (b) α = 12◦

Figure 1: Near field wall pressure fluctuation for the remote surface pressure transducers M1 at the freestream velocity U∞ =

30 m/s (Rec = 7.0 × 105).
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3.2. Particle Image Velocimetry Analysis

Detailed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) studies were performed in and around the slat region for the

Baseline, H-SCF, and SCF configurations at the geometric angles of attack α = 6◦, 8◦, 10◦ and 12◦ with a

free-stream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s (Rec = 7.0× 105). For the purpose of brevity, the results are presented

only for α = 6◦ and 12◦ in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The figures are presented in a table format with160

the columns showing the different slat configurations and the rows showing different flow field components.

The contours of the non-dimensional mean streamwise (U/U∞) and crosswise (V/V∞) velocity distribution

around the slat region, with overlaid streamlines, are shown in the first and second row respectively, in Figs. 2

and 3. For the Baseline airfoil, the streamlines show that the shape and structure of the recirculation region

present within the slat cove region is largely influenced by the angle of attack. The magnitude of the negative165

streamwise velocity that arises right after the flow impingement (x/c ≈ 0.05) on the main-element appears

to be influencing the trajectory of the slat shear layer leaving the slap cusp. The trajectory of the slat shear

layer is also influenced by the angle of attack.

At α = 6◦, the recirculation region within the slat cavity appear to be the largest with the longest slat

shear layer trajectory, which impinges much closer to the slat trailing-edge and most of the flow after the170

impingement moves toward the slat trailing-edge and mixes into the free-stream. The impingement point of

the slat shear layer on the slat lower surface moves away from the slat trailing-edge toward the slat mid-chord

location as the angle of attack is increased. This slat shear layer trajectory with a much shorter path before

the impingement restricts the recirculation area at increased angles of attack. This decreases the recirculation

area resulting in the higher vortex velocity and it also increases the crosswise velocity inside the slat cove175

region. The increased flow through the slat gap along with the higher negative streamwise velocity at the

main-element impingement region appears to be the key factors influencing the movement of the slat shear

layer trajectory with the changes in the angle of attack. The contours show negative velocity inside the slat

cove region, which can be associated with the vortices. The highest negative streamwise velocity on the slat

lower surface at α = 12◦ implies highest vortex velocity amongst the tested angles of attack. The highest180

streamwise velocity on the upper side can be seen for α = 12◦ over the main-element right after the slat gap,

where the velocity reaches up to twice as much as that of the inlet velocity. The highest velocity on the lower

side occurs near the slat cusp where the slat shear layer originates. For the Baseline case, the maximum value

of the crosswise velocity occurs at the slat gap region with increased velocity seen at α = 12◦ compared to

all the other angles of attack. The maximum crosswise velocity lies between the free slat shear layer and the185

main-element of the 30P30N airfoil for all the presented angles of attack.

The effects of the H-SCF and SCF on the mean flow structures and velocities within the slat cove region

are minimal as the shape and trajectory of the slat shear layer follows the same trend as that of the Baseline

for all the tested angles of attack. However, the size of the vortical structures inside the slat cove region

is reduced noticeably. The use of the slat cove filler leads to the elimination of the large flow recirculation190

within the slat cove region as the available area for recirculation is occupied by the cove fillers. However,
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closer to the slat trailing-edge, on the lower surface of the SCF, smaller recirculation region has emerged.

Similar to the Baseline airfoil, the size and magnitude of these recirculation regions are clearly influenced by

the angle of attack. The recirculation region also arises right after the impingement of the slat shear layer

onto the slat lower surface, as previously seen in the case of the Baseline airfoil.195

Olson et al. [38] showed that the favorable pressure gradient between the slat upper and lower surface

at the slat cusp accelerates and energizes the flow, which also influences the strength and trajectory of the

slat shear layer. The cove filler configurations have completely eliminated this favorable pressure gradient at

the slat cusp, thus reducing the energy of the existing limited shear layer. The existing smaller recirculation

region can be completely eliminated by having an SCF profile that follows the same profile as that of the200

slat shear layer trajectory. However, this could prove difficult for practical operation as this slat shear layer

trajectory is not only dependant on the angle of attack but also on the operating Reynolds and Mach numbers.

If the SCF profile is larger than the slat shear layer profile then the flow at the slat gap gets restricted, which

consequently affects the suction peak and aerodynamic performance of the main-element. Nevertheless,

an SCF profile that eliminates the large recirculation region within the slat cove, while maintaining the205

aerodynamic performance at the same time is highly favorable as they are viable sources of noise reduction,

as shown by Imamura et al. [25, 26], Tao [27] and also by the authors in [28–31].

The non-dimensional streamwise (u′u′/U2
∞) and crosswise (v′v′/U2

∞) Reynolds normal stress tensors

around the slat region for the Baseline, H-SCF and SCF configurations for all the tested angles of attack

are presented in the third and fourth row respectively, in Figs. 2 and 3. The presented results of the nor-210

mal Reynolds stress components (u′u′ and v′v′) show that the crosswise Reynolds normal stress components

(v′v′) are higher than that of the streamwise Reynolds normal stress components (u′u′) for all the presented

configurations and angles of attack. The maximum value of the u′u′ components for all the configurations can

be found at the originating location of the slat shear layer adjacent to the slat cusp and also at the vicinity

of the slat trailing edge. The maximum value of the v′v′ components can be observed at the slat gap region215

close to the suction side of the main-element for both the Baseline and the H-SCF configurations. However,

the v′v′ components for the SCF configuration is slightly reduced at the slat gap region but increased values

of it can be observed on the lower surface of the SCF itself. Similar behavior can be observed for all the

presented angles of attack. The results also show that the shear stress distribution for both the normal eddy

stress components (u′u′ and v′v′) reduces as the angle of attack is increased for all the three configurations.220
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Figure 2: Contours of the mean velocity components along with Reynolds stress tensors around the slat region for α = 6◦ with

a freestream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s, Rec = 7.0 × 105.
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Figure 3: Contours of the mean velocity components along with Reynolds stress tensors around the slat region for α = 12◦ with

a freestream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s, Rec = 7.0 × 105.
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The slat wake development at various near and far slat wake locations (see Table. ??) for the Baseline,

H-SCF, and SCF configurations are presented for the angles of attack α = 6◦ and 12◦ in Figs. 4 and 5,

respectively. The results of the mean velocity and TKE profiles are presented for eight streamwise locations

at the near-wake location of the slat with the slat trailing-edge as the datum point in Figs. 4 and 5. The

first six slat near-wake locations x = 15.0, 19.9, 26.5, 35.3, 46.9 and 62.4 mm (Sw−1,...,6) are located between225

the slat trailing-edge and the main-element. The last four slat far-wake locations x = 82.9, 110.0, 147.0 and

195.0 mm (Sw−7,...,10) are located within the slat wake just above the main-element. The results of the non-

dimensional streamwise velocity (U/U∞) at the angle of attack α = 6◦ in Figs. 4a and 4b show a noticeable

change for the slat wake profile of the H-SCF configuration toward the lower side of the slat-trailing edge with

increased wake deficit compared to the Baseline and SCF configurations. This increased wake deficit on the230

lower side for the H-SCF also affects the velocity profile over the main-element as seen in Fig. 4b. The results

for the SCF streamwise velocity profile follows a similar trend to that of the Baseline with negligible effects.

The H-SCF slat wake also affects the flow above the main-element as seen at location x = 82.9 mm (Sw−9,

see Fig. 4b). The strength of the slat wake above the main-element reduces at further downstream locations

(x > 147.0 mm). The results of the TKE within slat wake in Figs. 4c and 4d clearly show increased TKE235

for the H-SCF compared to the Baseline and the SCF configurations at all the presented slat wake locations

especially in the region below the slat trailing-edge and above the main-element, whereas, the results for the

Baseline and the SCF case are very similar to each other. The use of H-SCF has evidently affected the shear

layer and flow through the slat gap by reducing the flow velocity and increasing the TKE compared to the

Baseline and SCF configurations at low angles of attack.240

At the angle of attack α = 12◦, the non-dimensional streamwise velocity results show insignificant dif-

ferences between the three different configurations. The results show higher velocity at near wake locations

(Sw−1, Sw−2 and Sw−3) for α = 12◦ relative to the α = 6◦. The results of the non-dimensional streamwise

velocity on the upper side of the slat wake reach up to U/U∞ = 1.3 and on the lower side it reaches up

to U/U∞ = 1, whereas for α = 6◦ non-dimensional streamwise velocity on the upper side of the slat wake245

reaches only up to U/U∞ = 1.2 . This shows that the flow has accelerated on the upper and lower side of the

slat trailing-edge at α = 12◦ relative to the α = 6◦. At the increased angle of attack 12◦, the results of the

mean velocity field and the turbulent kinetic energy profiles show no change or insignificant change between

the Baseline, H-SCF, and SCF configurations. The results here show that the use of H-SCF and SCF does

not necessarily affect the flow at the slat wake and the boundary layer over the main-element. The slightly250

increased mean velocity components observed at the slat near-wake region for the H-SCF and SCF configu-

rations also corresponds to the improved aerodynamic performance for the H-SCF and SCF configurations

seen in the author’s previous studies [28–31]. It is noteworthy that the H-SCF influence on the slat wake

showed a tendency to increase as the angle of attack is decreased, whereas the H-SCF configuration showed

a minor impact for the reported angles of attack.255
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Figure 4: Mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy profiles at the slat wake for α = 6◦ at the freestream velocity U∞ = 30 m/s

(Rec = 7.0 × 105), for Baseline , H-SCF and SCF · .
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Figure 5: Mean velocity and turbulent kinetic energy at the slat wake for α = 12◦ at the freestream velocity U∞ = 30 m/s

(Rec = 7.0 × 105), for Baseline , H-SCF and SCF · .
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3.3. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Analysis

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) has shown to be an effective method for identifying dominant

flow features, such as large coherent structures in a turbulent flow. The small turbulent flow motions often

compile to make large-scale turbulent structures, which can be identified using the POD method. The POD

analysis is best suited for problems that involve regular vortex shedding, such as the slat cove flow discussed260

in the present study. This method has been used by researchers for a variety of flow problems such as airfoils,

cavities, bluff-bodies, and jets to isolate dominant periodic flow phenomena [40–44]. Previous studies [40–42]

used POD to analyze the slat cove dynamics at several angles of attack at a chord-based Reynolds number

of Rec = 6.5× 105− 1.3× 106, similar to that of the present study. The results showed the existence of small

structures within the shear layer. It was also suggested that the presence of these smaller features within the265

shear layer itself and their movement past the slat and main-element would likely result in the generation of

high-frequency noise levels.
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(a) α = 6◦
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Figure 6: The eigenvalue distribution of the first 12 POD mode within the slat cove region and at the slat wake for angles of

attack (a) α = 6◦ and (b) α = 12◦ .

The number of resolved modes that contains 90% of the system’s total energy for each of the configurations

for the two angles of attack are presented in Table 1. The normalized eigenvalues for each of the first 12 POD

modes within the slat cove region and at the slat wake for angles of attack α = 6◦ and 12◦ for all the tested270

configurations are presented in Fig. 6. The normalization was achieved by dividing each eigenvalue by the

sum of all the eigenvalues. The eigenvalues provide an estimation of the coherent energy embedded within

each of the vorticity POD modes [45]. For all the tested configurations the results show that a significant

amount of energy is contained within the first two modes and the remaining energy is distributed over a wide

range of modes portraying an exponential decay.275

At the angle of attack α = 6◦, the first two modes are clearly dominant of the Baseline case in Fig. 6. The

use of cove fillers substantially reduces the energy for the first two modes compared to the Baseline case, yet

both the first two modes remain of equal importance for all the presented cases. For the first mode with the

highest energy, the SCF has eigenvalues lower than that of H-SCF configuration but in the case of the second
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Table 1: The number of resolved modes that contains 90% of the systems energy for each configuration.

α (deg.) Baseline H-SCF SCF

6 593 759 751

12 737 759 598

mode, the H-SCF has lower eigenvalue than that of the SCF at α = 6◦ (Fig. 6a). The results also show that280

as the angle of attack is increased the flow becomes more turbulent and hence it requires more modes to

be described accurately, which is reflected in the increased importance of the higher mode numbers (Fig. 6

and Table 1). This suggests the flow to become less temporally coherent and more turbulent requiring more

modes to describe each individual flow field.
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a) Mode-1 b) Mode-1 c) Mode-1

d) Mode-2 e) Mode-2 f) Mode-2

Baseline H-SCF SCF

Figure 7: The non-demensionalized vorticity component of the first two POD modes within the slat cove region for α = 6◦ with

a freestream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s, Rec = 7.0 × 105.

a) Mode-1 b) Mode-1 c) Mode-1

d) Mode-2 e) Mode-2 f) Mode-2

Baseline H-SCF SCF

Figure 8: The non-demensionalized vorticity component of the first two POD modes within the slat cove region for α = 12◦

with a freestream velocity of U∞ = 30 m/s, Rec = 7.0 × 105.
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The results of the first two POD modes of the vorticity fields within the slat cove region are presented285

for the angles of attack α = 6◦ and 12◦ in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. For mode-1 at α = 6◦, the alternating

pattern of the large coherent structures for the Baseline indicates the presence of regular vortex shedding

along the shear layer, which is absent at mode-1 for both the H-SCF and SCF configurations. This also

corresponds to the tonal peak behavior observed for the Baseline case and the absence of the tones for the H-

SCF and SCF in the wall pressure measurement results in Fig. 1. The vorticity contour results of the Baseline290

case clearly show that the first two modes with the higher energy contain the larger coherent structures from

the vortex shedding. For H-SCF at α = 6◦, mode-1 clearly shows that the high energy shear layer does not

move toward the slat trailing edge and into the slat gap unlike the Baseline and the SCF. The results for

the first two POD modes for the H-SCF and SCF configurations at α = 6◦ show that the high energy is

contained within the shear layer in the absence of the vortex shedding.295

For the Baseline case at the angle of attack α = 12◦ at mode-1, the alternating pattern in the vorticity

contours indicates the presence of a regular vortex shedding but with reduced energy compared to α = 6◦

(see Fig. 6). The structures of the mode distribution evidently show that the dominant flow feature is the

slat cusp shear layer. The energy of the shear layer at mode-1 and 2 can be clearly seen to reduce for the

H-SCF and SCF relative to the Baseline for all the presented angles of attack. The H-SCF case at angles of300

attack α = 12◦ show vortex shedding with smaller periodic structures with much-reduced energy compared

to the Baseline case. The elimination of the sudden pressure difference at the slat cusp by the use of a small

slat cove filler (H-SCF) evidently reduces the energy contained within the slat shear layer. For the SCF case,

the energy and the periodicity in the vortex shedding process are clearly eliminated due to its interaction

with the lower surface of the SCF. Overall, the results have shown that the use of slat cove fillers eliminates305

the vortex shedding and reduces the energy contained within the slat shear layer.

4. Conclusion

The flow structures within the slat cove for a 30P30N airfoil fitted with two different types of slat cove

fillers are thoroughly investigated using near-field unsteady wall pressure measurements, Particle Image

Velocimetry and analyzed using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. The tests were conducted in the low310

turbulence wind tunnel at the University of Bristol for the 30P30N airfoil with a retracted chord of c = 0.35

at a chord-based Reynolds number of Rec = 7.0× 105. The tests were carried out for angles of attack α = 6◦

and 12◦. The near-field wall pressure fluctuations showed tonal behavior for the Baseline case, while the

Half-Slat Cove Filler and the Slat Cove Filler configurations completely eliminated the tonal behavior with

a notable reduction in the broadband noise signature. The contours of the normalized mean velocity fields315

showed that the shear layer path generated at the slat cusp for the Baseline case is highly influenced by the

angle of attack. The use of the slat cove fillers is also observed to strongly influence the slat shear layer

trajectory. A large recirculation region is observed within the slat cavity for the Baseline case. For the Half-

Slat Cove Filler configuration, the size of the recirculation region is reduced by half. In the case of Slat Cove
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Filler configuration, the recirculation region is almost completely eliminated for both the angles of attack.320

The use of slat cove fillers alters the shape and intensity of the recirculation region, which corresponds to

the elimination of tonal behavior observed in the near-field wall pressure measurements. The slat wake flow

field analysis has also shown that the use of slat cove fillers influences the slat wake behavior at low angles

of attack of α = 6◦, with increased turbulent kinetic energy for Half-Slat Cove Filler configuration compared

to the Baseline and Slat Cove Filler configuration. At the angle of attack α = 12◦, the results showed325

an insignificant difference in velocity and turbulent kinetic energy between the three configurations, which

corresponds to the insignificant aerodynamic influence of the slat modifications. The Proper Orthogonal

Decomposition results for all the presented cases show that the first two modes contained the highest energy

compared to the other modes. The Baseline case possessed higher energy compared to the Half-Slat Cove

Filler and Slat Cove Filler configuration for all the tested angles of attack. The contours of the vorticity330

eigenmodes showed higher energy within the slat shear layer emanating from the slat cusp and the presence

of vortex shedding for the Baseline case at both the presented angles of attack. It was also observed that the

use of the slat cove fillers eliminates the vortex shedding that in turn resulted in the energy levels distributed

within the shear layer. The results in this study has shown that despite the significant flow modification and

noise reduction achieved by the use of slat cove fillers, the flow remains unchanged downstream of the slat335

trailing edge keeping the confluent boundary layer over the high-lift airfoil intact.
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